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Retrospective analysis of accidents

2. Retrospective analysis of accidents

2.1 Comparative analysis

9

2.1.1 Frequency of traffic accidents in Hungary and within
particular regions

In Hungary a more or less reliable and delailcd daiabasc is available about accidents
involving personal injury. According 10 surveys lhat s1aned in 1960. accidenls peaked
oul 1wice. in 1970 and in 1990. Until 1972 lhc number of accide111s increased fas1cr
than the number of vehicles. From then on. Ille accident number increased more slowly
or decreased compared to the incrcasc of the number of vehicles. The same applies to
the number of people who died in traflic accidents.

2.1.1.1 Traffic accidents: all offenders (1986 - 1994)
Our analysis and assessment encompasses the period between 1986 and 1994. Owing
to delays in international data supply some of the foreign data refer to a period shorter
than this. (NB: Owing to the shortfall in data supply the sum total of partial data docs
1101 reach 100%.)
a) Outcome ofaccidents

The period invesligaled shows 7.5% falal injuries. 40. 9% serious injuries healing over
8 days, and 51.6% light injuries healing within 8 days (according to thc state 30 days
after the accident). During 1he targel period 1here was a slight drop in lhe number of
fatal and serious accidenls while lhe number of accidents with lighter injuries
increased. (Table 2.1. and Figure 2.1.)
h) Distribution ofaccidents according to road type
Of the accidents. 1.5% took place on a divided highway or highway with limited
access. 47.1% on a main road or highway with unlimited access. and 51.4% on other
types of road.
c) Distribution ofaccidents according to roadformation

Of all the accidents. 50.5% occur over a straight stretch of road. 11.2% around a bend.
and 35.2% at an intersection.
d) Distribution ofaccidents according to road width

Of the accidents. 7.5% happencd on a5 meter wide or narrower road. 25.7% on a road
5.1-6.0 meter wide. ]9.2% on a road of6.l-8.0 meters. 11.0% on a 8.1-10.0 meter
road. and 16.6%on a road wider than IO.O meters.
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e) Seasonal distribution ofaccidents
or1he accidents. 19.2% took place in winter. 23.0% in spring. 30.0% in summer. and
27.8% in the fall.
f) Distribution ofaccidents according to visibility
In terms or visibility. 63. 1% or 1he accide111s took place in day-lime with good
visibility. 7.1% in day-time with limited visibility. I 1.1% at night on roads with no
public illumination. and 17.8% at night on lighted roads; 19.4% occurred at night in
inhabited areas. 51. I% in day-time in inhabited areas. 10.5% at night outside inhabited
areas. and 19.0% in day-lime outside inhabited areas.
In al1. 70.2% of accidents take place in day-time and 29.8% at night. A relatively high
number of accidents occurred onlside inhabited areas at night. particularly in
comparison with night-lime accidents in inhabited areas. A slight change could be
observed 0\'er the years. (Table 2.2. and Figure 2.2.)
g) Distribution ofaccidents according to time ofthe day
In the morning hours on the way to work or school (5 10 9 a.m.) 14.1% of accidents
happen: 20.8% take place in the morning and midday (9 a.m. to I p.m.): 25.8% in the
afternoon (I to 5 p.m.): 25.3% Iatc afternoon. in the evening (5 lo') p.111.): and 8.4%
late e,·ening. at night (9 p.m. lo 5 a.111.). According to another breakdown. almost as
many accidents occur between 8 and I I p.m. as early in the morning. between 5 and 8
a.m (12.7% as opposed 1o 14.1%).
h) Distribution according lo the nature of accidellls
In tenns of their nature. I 1.7% of accidents were frontal collision of vehicles. 13.3%
were collision of \'Chicles going in the same direction. 21.3% were transversal
collision. 4.4% were collision with a stationary vchicle, 0.3% were road vehicle and
railroad train collision. 6.4% were collision with a stationary object. 9.5% were
skidding. 7.3% were ovenuming. 0.8% was other vehicle collision. Almos! every
fourth accident (23.8%) was a pedestrian hit. Accidents to passengers amounted 10
0.9% and 0.5%were animal hits.
i) Distribution according to offenders
As regards offenders. 5.1% ofaccidents were caused bv motor cycle drivers. 55.5% bv
car drivers. 14% by bus or coach drivers. 6.6% by truck drivers. 0.4% by railroad
engine drivers. 9.8% by cyclists. 5.6% by scooter drivers. 1.0% by horse-drawn cart
drivers and drivers of other vehicles. Pedestrians cause 12.9% of accidents. while
animals cause 0.6%.
j i Distribution according to offenders' sex
Males caused 80.5%of accidents and females caused 19.5%.
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k) Distribution ofaccidents according to offenders' age
Offenders aged 6 or less cause 2.0% ofaccidents. the age group 7-10 cause 2.4%. age
11-14 cause 2.7%. age 15-18 cause 8.3%. which means that 15.4% of accidents were
caused bv children and juveniles less than 18 years ofage: 19-24 year-old cause 18. 7%.
which means that the age group 15-24 induce 27.0% ofaccidents: the age group 25-34
arc responsible for 21.1%. 35-44 yc.1r-old cause 17.8%. the group 45-54 causc 11.2%.
55-64 cause 7.0%. 65-67 induce 4.2% and people of 75 years of age or older cause
4.4% ofaccidents.

2.1.1.2 Accidents caused by motor vehicle drivers (1986- 1994)
Herc again. our analysis and assessment cn~ompasscs the period betwcen 1986 and
1994. The most important findings arc as follows:
a) Distribution of offenders according to age
Aged 18 and younger 7.2%. aged 19-24 23.6%. agcd 25-34 26.2%. agcd 35-44 20. ')%.
aged 45-5-1 11.6%. aged 55-(,4 5.7%.and aged 65 and older 4.9%.
b) Offenders' sex
Males caused 84.7% ofaccidents and females caused 15.3%.
c) Estimated speed ofoffenders
Maximum of 30 kph or less 27.4%. 31-50 kph 28.3%. 51-60 kph 13.9%. 61-80 kph
20.7%. 8I-100 kph 4.9%. and over 100 kph 4.8%.
d) Drvmng time until the accident

In 56.1% of the cases drivers caused accidents during the first 30 minutes ofdriving:
in 12. 7%. the accident took place within 31-60 minutes. and in 31.2%. after I hour of
driving.
e) Position ofoffending vehicle
In terms of position. 2.6% of the offending vehicles were about lo start. 64.6% were
progressing straight. 4.4% were turning right, 15.9% werc turning left, 6.1% were
overtaking, 2.1%were braking. 2.0%were changing lane. and 1.6%were reversing.
j) Offending drivers' experience since the issuance ofthe driver's license
No driver's license was held by 5.0% ofoffenders. 10.7% had a license for less than
ycar. 16.4% for 2-.1 years. 11.8% for 3-5 ycars. and 56.1 % for over 5 years. (Table 2.3.
and Figure 2.4.)
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2.1.1.3 Traffic accidents: all offenders (1994)
Our analysis and assessment encompasses only the year 1994.
a) Outcome ofaccidents

Fa1al accidents amounted to c,.7% 38.'1% were serious and 54.4%. light.
b) Distribuon ofaccidents according to road type

Divided limilcd access highways arc lhc sile of 1.5% of accidents. 0.5% take place on
undivided limited access highways. 42% on main roads and highways with unlimited
access. and 56.0% on other road types.
c) Distribution ofaccidents according to roadformation

Of all the accidents in 1994. 51.8%occur over a straight stretch of road. 11. 9% around
a bend. and 33.8% at an intersection.
di /)istrihution ofaccidents according to road width

Of the accidents. !1.6% happened on a5meter wide or narrower road. 25 5% on a road
5.1-6.0 meter wide. 40.1% on a road of 6.1-8.0 meters. I 1.1% on a 8.1-10.0 meter
road. and 14.7% on a road wider lhan Ill.II mclers.
e) easonal distribution ofaccidents

Of the 1994 accidenls. 19.6% took place in winter, 23.2% in spring. 29.1% in summer.
and 28 1% in the fall.
f) Distrbuton ofaccidents according to visibility

In terms of visibility. 61.2% of lhe accidents look place in day-time with good
,·isibility. 8.3% in day-time with limited ,·isibility. 11.6% at night on roads with no
public illumination, 18.0% at night on lighted roads. and 0.9% at night when public
lighting was nor working. This means that about twice as many accidents with light
injuries take place at night on illuminated roads than at night on roads with no public
lighting. With the increase of sc,·erity this proportion is gradually reversed. In the case
of serious injuries. the rate is 60 versus 40%. and more fatal accidents take pince on
roads with no illumination during the night than on roads which arc illuminated.
g) Distribution ofaccidents according to tme of the day

Day-time. accidents rcprescn1 69.5% compared to 30.5% night-time accidents.
However. only 51.1% of the fatal accidents occur during the day compared to 68.0% of
the serious. and 72.8% oft he light accidenls. (Figure 2.3.)
Of the fatal acciden1s. 211.2% take place in inhabitcd arcas during the night. 24.7% in
inhabited areas ar day-time. 28.2% outside inhabited are.is at night-time. and 26.3%
outside inhabited areas during the day.
Of the serious accidents. 19.7% rake place in inhabited areas during the night, 20.9%
in inhabited areas al day-time. 12.2% outside inhabited areas at night-time. and 22.2%
outside inhabited areas during the day.
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Of the light accidents, 19.1% 1akc place in inhabited areas during the night, 54.9% in
inhabited areas at day-time. 8.1% outside inhabited areas at night-timc, and 17.9%
outside inhabited areas during the day.
Thus ii can be stated that the rate of night-time accidents among accidents with fatal or
serious injuries is high compared to the rate of traffic. II is particularly high among
fatal accidents outside inhabited areas. While 55.2% of fatal accidents in inhabited
areas occur during the day. 52.3% of fatal accidents outside inhabited areas occur at
night.
h) Distribution according to the nature ofaccidents

In terms of their nature. I 1.8% of accidents were frontal collision. 14.0% were
collision of vehicles going in the same direction. 22.2% were transversal collision.
4.5% were collision with a stationarv vehicle. 5. 9% were collision with a stationarv
object, 10.3% were skidding. 6.3%were overturing. and 22.5% were pedestrian hits.
As regards fatal accidents. 15.8% were fro111al collision, 8.7% were collision of
vchicles going in the same direction, 10.5% were transversal collision. 2.2% were
collision with a stational} ' \'chicle. 5.1% were collision with a stationary objcct, 8.1%
were skidding. 4.2%, were overturning. and 29.0% were pedestrian hits.
Two groups emerge in this distribution of fatal accidents: frontal collision and
pedestnan hits.
i) Distributon according to offenders
As regards offenders. 3.4% of accidents were caused by motor cycle drivers. 59.1% by
car drivers. 1.2% by bus or coach drivers. 6.5% by truck drivers, 10.6% by cyclists.
5.3% by scooter drivers. and pedestrians caused 11.3'½, of accidents.
Of the fatal accidents. 3.1 % were caused by motor cyclists. 59.6%by car drivers. 2.1%
by bus or coach drivers. 8.9% by tmck drivers. 9.3% by cyclists. 3.6% by scooter
drivers. and 11.5% by pedestrians.
It can be stated that with the exception of motor cyclists all categories of drivers play a
greater part in fatal accidents. whereas motor cyclists and cyclists contributed to less
fatal accidents.
j) Distribution according to offenders' sex

Males caused 79.4% ofaccidents and females caused 20.6%.
Of the fatal accidents. 85.2% were caused by males and 14.8% by females.
k) Distribution ofaccidents according to offend ers' age
Eighteen years or younger 14.3%. 19-24 ycars 19.9%. 25-34 years 21. 1 %. 35-44 years
17.8%. 45-54 ycars 11.2%. 55-64 years 6.0%. 65 ycars and older 9.7%.

2.1.1.4 Accidents caused by motor vehicle drivers (1994)
Again. our analysis and assessment comprise the year 1994. The most important
lindings are as follows:
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a) Distribution nfoffenders according to age

Aged 18 and younger 5.6%. aged 19-2-124.4%. aged 25-3-126.4%. aged 35-44 20.5%.
aged -15-5-1 I 1.5%. aged 55-6-14.9%.and aged 65 and older 6.8%.
Age distribution of offenders causing fatal accidents: aged 18 and younger 5.1%. aged
19-24 2-1.2%. aged 25-J-I 29 0%. aged JS-4-1 19.9%. aged -15-54 11.7%. agcd 55-64
-I 8%.and aged 65 and older 5.-1%.
by Offenders'sex

Males caused 83.0% of accide111s and females caused 17.0%.
Of fatal accidents. males caused 88.8%and females caused I 1.2%.
c» Estimated speed ofoffenders
Maximum of 30 kph or less 25.2%. 31-50 kph 25.2%. 51-60 kpl 8.7%. 61-80 kph
20.9%. 81-100 kph 7.0%. and o,-cr 1110 kph 11.0%.
Comparing the 1994 data with the average of the period 19)86-1994. it is to be noted
that the number of drivers causing an accident while driving al a speed above 80 kph
increased considerably. The change in the vehicle stock that took place in Hungary
allows high-speed driving and currently there arc no efficient means to curb this.
d) Driving time until the accident

In 50.4% of the cases drivers caused accidents during the first 30 minutes of driving.
in 11.3%. the accident took place within 31-60 minutes. and in 38.3%. after I hour of
driving.
e) Positron ofoffending vehicle

In tenns of position. 3.0% of the offending vchicles were about to start, 63.2% were
progressing straighl. 4.5% were turning right. 16.0% were tuming left. 6.1 % were
overtaking. 2.2%were braking. 2.2% were changing lane. and 2.1%were reversing.
f) Offending drivers' experience since the issuance ofthe driver's license

No driver's license was held by 4.8% of offenders. 7.1% had a license for less than I
year. 13.0% for 2-3 years. IU.9% for 3-5 years. and 64.2% for over 5 years.
Thcsc data indicate that there was a decrease in the proportion of newly licensed
drivers causing accidents compared to the average of the period 1986-1994.
Contrariwise, the rate of drivers causing accidents whose license was older than 5
years increased significantly.

2.1.1.5 Regional distribution of accidents

Generalsurvey

One-fifth of the Hungarian population live in Budapest. Accordingly. 20% of accidents
lake place in the capital. where a quarter of vehicles arc registered. Almost one-fifth of

H
!

f
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accidents happen in Pest county surrounding the capital city, where nearly one-tenth of
the country's population live and almost one-tenth of vehicles are registered.
In Region I (Budapest and Pest county) the number of fatal accidents is
underrepresented in terms ofboth population and the number of cars.
In Region 2 (North-East Hungary) the number of accidents in general and that of fatal
accidents in particular arc slightly underrepresented in terms of population and car
number.
In Region 3 (Central-Eastern Hungary) the number of accidents is underrepresented in
terms of population and overrepresented in terms of the number of cars. The number of
fatal accidents corresponds to the population and is overrepresented in terms of car
number.
In Rcgion 4 (South-East Hungary) the number of accidents is slightly. and the number
of fatal accidents significantly overreprescntcd in terms of both population and car
number. Bacs-Kiskun county should be mentioned specifically. This is where 5.2% of
the Hungarian population live and 5.7% of the cars arc registered while 11.3% of the
country's fatal accidents occur in this county alone. The population is hardly more than
a quarter of Budapest's inhabitants. yet more people die of a traffic accident here than
in the capital.
In Region 5 (North-West Hungary) the number of accidents is in accordance with the
population and the number of cars. Fatal accidents. however, are overrepresented on
both accounts.
In Region 6 (South-West Hungary) the number of accidents is underrepresented while
fatal accidents are overrepresented in terms of both population and car number. (Figure
2.5.and Figure 2.6.)

Regional characteristics of accidents regarding all offending parties

a) Distribution according to roadformation
In Region I the proportion of straight roads is 48.5%. of bends 8.4%. and of
intersections 40.4%.
In Region 2 the proportion of straight roads is 53.8%. of bends 17.3%. and of
intersections 27.0%.
In Region 3 the proportion of straight roads is 58.2%. of bends 9.8%. and of
intersections 29.3%.
In Region 4 the proportion of straight roads is 50.0%. of bends 11.3%. and of
intersections 36.8%.
In Rcgion 5 thc proportion of straight roads is 52.9%. of bends 13.9%. and of
intersections 30.2%.
In Rcgion 6 the proportion of straight roads is 52.1%. of bends 16.4%. and of
intersections 28.9%.
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In all. geographical conditions play an obvious part in the rate of accidents around
bends in a particular region. One may expect that an increased number of accidents
around bends would mean less accidents on straight roads whereas in reality it is the
numberofaccidents.at intersections that decreases.
b) Distribution according to rnnd width
In Region 1, 7.5% of accidents took place on roads narrower than 5 meters, 21.4%
happened on roads 5.H,.O meters wide, 35.2% on roads 6.1-8.0 meters wide, 15.5%
on roads 8.1-10 111eters wide. and 20.4%on roads wider than 10 meters.
In Region 2, 10.8% of accidents took place on roads narrower than 5 meters. 30.3%
happened on roads 5.1-6.0 meters wide. 37.9% on roads 6.1-8.0 meters wide. 8.2% on
roads 8.1-IO meters wide. and 12.8% on roads wider than JO meters.
In Region 3, 9.5% of accidents rook place on roads narrower than 5 meters. 34.5%
happened on roads 5.1-6.ll meters wide. 37.1%on roads 6.1-8.0 meters wide. 6.6% on
ro:ids 8.1-10 meters wide. ad 12.3%on roads wider than Ill meters.
In Region 4, 9.8% of accidcnts took place on roads narrower tlrnn 5 meters. 25.9%
happened on roads 5.1-6.0 meters wide. 43.4% on roads 6.1-8.0 mcters wide, 8.9%on
roads 8.1-1 O meters wide. and 12.1% on roads wider than IO meters.
In Ree.ion 5. 7.9% of accidents took place on roads narrower than 5 meters. 23.7%
happened on roads 5.1-6.0 meters wide, 44.6% on roads (, 1-8.0 meters wide. 11.6%
on road~ 8. 1-10 meters wide. and 12.2% on roads wider than Ill merers.
In Region 6, 13.7% of accidcnts took place on roads narrower than 5 meters, 23.8%
happened on roads 5.1-6.0 meters wide. 47. I% on roads (,.1-8.0 melers wide, 9.6% on
roads 8.I-10 mctcrs wide. and 11.3% on roads wider than 10 meters.
c)easonal distributon
TI1cre is no difference among the regions.
d; Drstrbuton according to visibility
Region I has less accidents in day-time wilh good visibility and at night-time on unlit
roads Converse!). it has more day-time accidents with limited visibility and at night
on illuminated roads. Also ii has more night-time accidents in inhabited areas than the
other regions.
eJ Dumbution ,n terms oflime ofclay
Tiicrc 1s no difference among rhe regions.
j) /Jistnhutwn uccord/111( to the nature ofaccident

In Region I the proponio11 of frontal collision, skidding. and overturn is lower while
there are more transversal collisions. Rcgion 3 is overrepresented as to collision of
chicles going in the same direction and transversal collision, and underrepresented as
to skuddig Region 6 is overrepresented as to skidding. There is no difference among
the regions III rcrms ofpedcMrnm 1111s.
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g) Distribution according to offenders
There is only one point of difference among the regions: Region I in overrepresented
as to accidents caused by pedestrim1s aged 15-2-1 and 25-60. According to a different
breakdmm the rate of offending car drivers is lower in Regions 2 and 3 while cyclisl
offenders play a lesser role in Region I and a greater one in Region 4. Thc rate of
motor cyclists is greater in Region I.
h) The role ofalcohol
Although this issue is treated in depth in Chapter 3 of this book. at this point we
e:-.amine lhc rclalionship between alcohol and the regions.
Blood alcohol concentration below 0.5 g/l iter is found less frequently tlmn the average
in Regions I and 2. and more frequently in Rcgions 3 and 4.
Blood alcohol content between 0.51 and tl.79 g/liter is found less frequently than the
average in Regions I and 6. and more frequently in Regions 3 and 4. Conecntmtion
between 0.8 and 1.49 g/litcr occurc less in Region I and more in Regions 2.3and -1.
Concentration 1.5 g/litcr and above is less frequent in Region I and more frequent in
Region 6. Compared to other regions. Regions 3 and 4 have more accidents where
alcohol play no part . It was also found that the apparently lesser contribution of Region
I to accidents with the presence ofalcohol is due primarily to less frequent checking of
alcohol consumption. In Regions 2 through 6 only 5.6 to 7.3% of offenders are not
checked for alcohol after an accident whereas the same rate is 23.8% in Region I.
i) Offenders' age
There is no difference among the regions in this respect with the exce ption of Region 2
being overrepresented and Region 4 underrepresented regarding offenders of age 19
24. There arc more offenders belonging to the age group 55-64 in Region -I compared
to other regions and Region I displays more than the average offenders aged 85 or
older

y) Offenders' sex
Region I is again consp icuous by the above-average lack of data answering this
question. Nevertheless. men have a greater. and women a lesser part .

k) Outcome ofaccident
Compared to the average. there are less fatal and serious accidents. and more entailing
light injury in Region I.
Accidents in Region 4 involve more fatal and less lighter injuries than the average.
Regions 5 and 6 had more fatal accidents than the average.
In all. Regions I and 4 displays several features that differ from the majori ty . Budapes t
plays a dominating role in Region I.
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Regional characteristics of accidents in terms of offending vehicle
drivers

a) Seasonal distribution

In Region I. there arc more than the average accidents in spring and less in summer.
Contrariwise. the fall is underrepresemed in Region 6.
b) Distribution according to visibility
In Region I. limited vision in day-time seems to play a greater role. On the other hand.
there are less accidents at night-time on roads without public lighting.
In Region 4. tliere arc less accidents in day-time with limited visibility.
In another breakdown. Region I seems to dominate in terms of accidents in inhabited
areas whereas it plays a lesser role in accidents outside inhabited areas. Region 4
displays more accidents that took place outside inhabited areas during the night.
c) Distribution according to time of the day

There is no significant dilTcrcncc among the regions.
• d) Distrbuton according to the nature ofaccidents
In Region I. there are less frontal collisions and more transversal collisions. Also there
arc more collisions of vehicles going iu the s.1mc direction.
In Region 2. there are more frontal collisions and less collisions between vehicles
going in the same direction.
Regions 3 and 4. there are more collisions between vehicles going in the same
direction.
In Regions 5 and 6. there are less collisions between vehicles going in the same
direction.
lo Region I. tl1erc are less accidents due to reversing.
lo Region 2. there arc more accidents due to reversing.
In Region 4. there arc more collisions with objects. Also there are more overturns.
In Region 5, there are more collisions with objects.
In Region 6. there arc more accidents due to reversing.
In Region 5. there arc less hits of pedestrians aged more than 60.
e) Offenders
There are fewer vehicle driver offenders in Regions 3 and 4.
j) The role ofalcohol

In Region I. no alcohol check took place in 19.6% of the offenders. Consequently.
there are more than the average intoxicated drivers and also more drivers who drank
no alcohol
In Region 3. there are less drivers whose blood alcohol level was more than 1.5 g/litcr.
In Region 5. there arc more drivers with blood alcohol level between 0.51-0.7 g/liter.
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In Region 6. there are more drivers whose blood alcohol level was above 1.5 g/liter.

g) Offenders' age
There arc more offenders aged 85 or above in Region I.
h) Outcome ofaccidents
There are less fatal and serious accidents in Region I. Contrnriwisc. there arc more
accidents with lighter injury.
In Region 4. there are more serious accidents and less accidents involving lighter
injunes.
i) Roadformation
In Region I. there arc fewer accidents that took place over a straight road and around a
bend. On the other hand. there arc more accidents at intersections.
In Region 3. more accidents take place on straight roads.

/1 Road width
In Region I. there arc more accidents on roads wider than 8 metres.
In Region 2. there arc more accidents on roads narrower than 5 metres.
In Rcgion 3. morc accidents take place on roads bctwccn 5.1 and 6 metres.
1 n Region 4. there arc more accidents on roads betwcen 6.I and 10 metres.
In Region 6. there arc more accidents on roads with a width between 6.1 and 8 metres.
k) Speed ofoffending vehicle
In Region I. there arc less accidents caused by vehicles running at a speed of 51 to IOU
kph. and more above 100 kph.
In Region 2. more accidents were caused by vehicles travelling under 10 kph and 31 to
50 kph.
In Region 4. more accidents were caused by vehicles running at the speed of 10 to 30
kph and 81 to I 00 kph. and less by vchicles of31 to 60 kph.

l) Offender's driving experience
Region I is underrepresented in all categories. except for those including Ilic accidents
where data are lacking. In this region. 3!!.7% of the offenders arc not included in the
database regarding driving practice. (In other regions. no more than 5% of data are
missing.)

mj Time vfdriving before the accident
In Region I. the rate of accidents that took place within the first half hour of driving is
low. Herc again the value of information is questionable: compared to 3 to 5% of
missing data in other regions. in this region 42.5% of the cases did not respond to this
question.
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In Region 2. 1here are fewer accidents in the second half hour of driving.
In Regions 3 and 5. more accidcnls were caused after one hour of driving.
In all. the conclusions are the same as those formulated in the previous sub-paragraph.
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2.2 Comparison of Hungarian accident data with
available European data

Hungarian data were compared to data from eight European countries. These countries
included five Western European, two Northern European and one Central European
countl'les. Accordingly. the first group included Austria (AUT). France (FRA). the
Netherlands (NEL). Great Britain (GBR). and Italy (ITA). The second group included
Finland (FIN) and Sweden (SWE). Only Poland (POL) could provide reliable data
from among the Central European countries. since one ofthe countries observed earlier
(the former German Democratic Republic) was reunited with Germany and
Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia were split up.
There is a great difference in terms ofpopulation among the countries compared. As a
result. the absolute numbers arc incomparable. Three relative groups were esrnblishcd
in order to compare the regions and the individual country:
a.) Number ofaccidents and deaths compared to size ofpopulation

h.) Number ofaccidents and deaths compared to number of vehicles and cars

c.» Number ofdeaths compared to number of injured.

2.2.1 Number of accidents and deaths per population
The number of accidents in relation to the population reflects the differing level of
motorization. These figures arc highest in Austria. Great-Britain. followed by France.
ltalv and Hungary. Last in the line arc Finland. Poland and Sweden. (Table 2.4. and
Figure 2.7.)
lt is to be noted that the level of motorization of Finland and Sweden is about twice
that ofHungary.
As to the number of deaths per 100.000 Austria. France. Hungary and Poland display
the highest figures. Italy is midfield and Finland. Great-Britain. the Netherlands and
Sweden show the lowest numbers. (Table 2.5. and Figure 2.8.)
The high rate of fatal accidents in Hungary and Poland make the low level of
motorization even more conspicuous.

2.2.2 Number of accidents and deaths per vehicle and car
number

In all of the countries. cars dominated within vehicles. This shows a greater relative
importance ofcars. The following features arc singled out:
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In terms of number of accidents involving injuries per 10,000 cars,

a) High: 4UT. GBR, HUN

b) Medium: NEL. POL. ITA, FRA

c» Low: FIN, SWE(Table 2.6. and Figure 2.9.)

Regarding the number of deaths per 10,000 cars,

ai High: POL. HUN

hi Medium: A C7, FRA

c) Low: FIN. GBR, ITA. EL

d) 'ery low: SIVE(Table 2.7. and Figure 2.10.)

Number of pedestrian deaths in inhabited areas per 100,000 cars,

•

nJ Very /ugh: POL

b) High: HUN

c» Medium: AUT, GBR. ITA

di Low: FIN, FRA

el lerv low: NEL. SIVE
Thus. the Central European region is characterized by the high number of deaths. in
particular the high number of pedestrians who died in traffic accidents in inhabited
areas. This feature distinguishes Central Europe from the other regions.

2.2.3 Number of deaths per number of injured
The number of injured persons per 100 accidents is lowest in the Netherlands while
Poland. Hungary. Austria. Finland. France. Great-Britain and Sweden arc midfield and
Ital~ in the higher range. (fable 2.8. and Figure 2.11.)
In terms of the number of deaths per 100 injured. the worst result is showed by Poland
followed by Finland. Hungary and France. The next group consists of Sweden and
Italy. then the Netherlands and Austria. Great-Britain shows the best result
(fable 2.9. and Figure 2.12.)
From this. it appears that the various European countries follow different patlems:
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a) In some countries. there are many injuredpersons and a lot ofthem die (e.g.
Hungary and Poland).

b) In other countries, there are many injuredpeople but relativelyfew ofthem die (e.g.
Great-Britain and Italy).

c) Inyet other countries. there arefew injuredpeople but relatively many ofthem die
(e.g. Finland and Sweden).

Statistics offer no information regarding the number of injured persons who recovered
and those who became disabled as a result of the accident. Therefore. Groups 2 and 3
above cannot be priori tised. All we can establish is U1at those belonging to Group I arc
in a worse situation compared to those in Groups 2 and 3.
The probability of a fatal outcome is highest among pedestrians. who arc the most
vulnerable part icipants of traffic. Regarding the number of pedestrian hits per 100,000
accidents the countries examined can be classified in four groups. (Table 2.10. and
Figure 2.13.)

a) Low: NEL, ITA. SWE

b) Medium: A UT. FIN. FRA

c) High: GBR, HUN

d) Very high: POL

There is a constant division among the individual countries. country groups and
regions. Various factors connected to motorization have similar effects in the various
countries and apart from arbitrary fluctuation. there was very Jillie or no change in the
order of countries for ten years. This means that Hungary. and in general. the Central
European region will ca tch up if:
They continue to follow the countries in a more favourable position: in other words the
distance bclwccn them docs not increase:
In a favourable situation. the distance decreases. part icularly in terms of the fatal
accidents. This would mean an improvement in the rate of fatal accidents compared
within all acc idents.
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2.3 Assessment of accident latency
There may be a significant difference between statistically reported and the real
number of accidents. (Similarly. there may be dilTcrcnces among accident statistics of
the various countries because for instance. in one country only accidents with personal
injury arc rcponcd. while in another country accidents causing significant damage arc
also included in the statistics.) Formerly full-scale accident data registration was done
in Vas County. Hungary by the Accident Cause Research Committee of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences. One finding was that the authorities learn about one in every
five accidents. While all fatal accidents arc on file. not all accidents involving serious
injuries arc rcponed. and even less causing lighter injuries. Police lose track of
accidents where no other party was involvcd. Offenders who cause such accidents are
primarily cyclists and also to a lesser extent. drivers who speed.
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2.4 Analysis of costs of hospitalization and economic
losses

25

2.4.1 Message of the COST 313 analysis
The Hungarian National Health Insurance Fund commissioned the National Institute
of Criminology and Criminalistics to prepare cost analyses of accidents in Hungary in
1985. Within the framework of this effort. the available modest literature was
processed with the contribution of COMTRANS Ltd. The following is an excerpt from
the survey prepared by COMTRANS Ltd.
COST 313 assesses the cost analysis experiences of 13 European countries. It starts out
from the most general concept of costs. namely the fact that accidents have negative
consequences which present losses in terms of human life. standard of living and
materials. The following list of costs attempts to enumerate these losses. If the costs of
the various countries involved in the analysis arc to be compared. the method of gross
performance loss analysis should be applied.
The authors of the survey consider the method of loss of productive capacity to be the
most efficient one. The following human cost data were recorded and classified for the
calculation. These cost components arc related to the nature of traffic accidents but do
not include costs that could have been involved in order to avoid the accident: nor do
they include the pecuniary value of the fear of accident.
1. Costs per injured person
I. I. Medical costs (medical rehabilitation)
t.1.1. First aid and ambulance
1.1.2. Emergency and accident care
I. 1.3. Hospitalization ·
1.1.4. Hospital outpatient care
1.1.5. Non-hospital care
1.1.6. Medical aids
1.2. Non-medical rehabilitation
1.2.1. Transformation of the disabled's home
1.2.2. Special personal transportation needs of the disabled
1.2.3. Occupational rehabilitation
1.2.4. Special education of children
1.3. Loss of production (net or gross)
1.3.1. Loss of production of employees
1.3.2. Loss of non-market related production (for example, housework or

voluntary work)
1.3.3. Future or potential loss of production (for instance, children or

unemployed)
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1.4.

1.5.
1.5.1.
1.5.2.

1.5.3.

2.
2.1.
2.1.1.
2.1.2.
2.1.3.
2.1.4.
2.1.5.
2.1.6.
2.2.
2.2.1.
2.2.2.
2.2.3.
2.2.4.
2.2.5.
2.3.
2.3.1.
2.3.2.
2.3.3.
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Other economic costs. such as
¢ visits to the sick,
• loss of production of household members,
♦ funerals.
♦ household helps, etc.
Human costs or losses
Loss of life expectancy due to deceased victims
Physical and psychological suffering of victims (pain, deterioration of
quality of life, esthetic damage to physical appearance)
Psychological suffering of the victim's relatives and friends (pain,
deterioration of quality of life)

Per accident costs
Material damage (including damage to the environment)
Vehicle damage (repair and replacement costs)
Road and environment damage
Damage to buildings
Damage to personal property
Damage or loss of cargo
Environmental damage
Administrative costs
Police costs
Fire Department costs
Administrative costs of health insurance
Non-health insurance related administrative costs
Legal and court costs
Other costs
Loss of capital (for example, costs of vehicle rental)
Costs of bottleneck (fuel consumption, air pollution, time loss, etc.)
Loss of production of persons imprisoned for causing accidents

The COST 313 analysis shows that a single method is used in the 13 countries
examined for the calculallon of accidents resulting in personal injury (medical and
non-medical rehabilitation costs). The cost components are the following:
• medical rehabilitation costs.
• non-medical rehabilitation costs.
♦ costs of lost production capacity.
♦ human costs.
The proportions of these cost clements vary from country to country. Nevertheless.
once the variation is explained. 87% of the costs can be brought to the same level. On
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this basis and as an informative value. the following cost rates were found in the 13
countries:

dead
seriously lightly
injured injured

171 18 1

Costs of injuries in ECU:

fatal 408985

serious 35305

light 2132

If the value of a light injury is I. serious injuries arc approximately 16.5 and fatal
injuries arc approximately 192.

2.4.2 Message of the Hungarian surveys
a) Surveys in the 1980s - considerations and their weighting
Of the methods of calculation that emerged in previous years, the most general and
comprehensive is the analysis by Laszlo Burjan and Gyorgy Halasz. According to this
method. social loss is composed of. but not the sum total of. the measurable economic
and the non-measurable moral loss. They aim at detennining the part of social loss
which docs not include moral losses: in other words. they attempt Lo calculate the
national economic loss.
National economic losses resulting from traffic accidents can be classified in two major
groups:
• direct losses. and
• indirect losses.

Direct losses include costs of repair to damages resulting from accidents (in other
words. part of the income of the national economy should be used for repairing the
damage caused by accidents).
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The overwhelming majority of direct losses arc composed of the pecuniary value of
irrcpcrablc damages resulting from accidents. These values reduce the national
economic income produced.
During the cost analysis of Hungarian traffic accidents. the following loss factors were
taken into consideration:
I. Direct losses
1. I. Social and medical costs
I.I.I. Ambulance costs
1.1.2. Medical treatment costs
1.1.2.1. Costs of hospitalization
1.1.2. l.1. lntcnsi>·c care
1.1.2.1,2. Traditional care
1.1.2.2. Outpatient care
1.1.2.3. Follow-up care
1.1.3. Sick benefits
1.1.3.1.
1.1.3.2.
1.1.4.
1.2.
1.2.1.
1.2.1.1.
1.2.1.2.
1.2.2.
1.2.2.1.
1.2.2.2.
1.2.3.
1.2.3.1.
1.2.3.2.
1.2.3.3.
1.3.
1.3.1.
1.3.2.

2.
2.1.
2.1.1.
2.1.2.
2.1.3.
2.1.4.
2.2.
2.2.1.

Sick benefits for the period of hospitalization
Sick benefits for the period of home-care
Costs of disability pensions
Costs of repair of damage to objects and environment
Vehicle damages
Towing and storage
Repairs
Damage to cargo
Damage to goods
Damage to moveable property
Other damages lo objects
Damage lo road and its accessories
Damage to the natural environment
Damage to the man-made cm'ironment
General costs
Costs of police action
Costs of court and legal experts

Direct losses
Los, of labor force
Loss of production during the sick period of injured people
Loss of production of the deceased
Loss of production of the disabled
Loss of production of imprisoned offenders causing accident
Other direct losses
Costs of time lost due to traffic control
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2.2.2.
2.2.3.
2.3.
2.3.1.

2.3.2.

Depreciation of assets owing to accident
Loss of production of commercial yehiclcs
"Negative" loss factors
Lost education costs of accident victims who died before the
accomplishment of training
Lost consumption of victims of fatal accidents

A loss factor is the smallest cost component which can be expressed in pecuniary
tem1s. The quantification of direct and indirect losses presented great difficulties to the
analysts. therefore. wherever ii was possible. they made simplifications. Breakdown in
terms of age of the cost components look place in the categories mentioned above. The
time factor was also taken into consideration, in the costs calculations on the grounds
that losses occur not only in the year of the accident but also in subsequent years. Such
time-related cost factors are the following:
• disability pension costs
• lost production of the deceased
• lost production of the disabled
¢ costs of lost cducation of the deceased
• lost consumption of the deceased

In the calculations. the authors accepted the economic postulate whereby any amount
realized in the future is worth less than if it were realized in the year of examination.
In view of this supposition. a discount clement was built in the model by applying an
updating (or "revaluing") index. When calculating the updating index. the current rate
of interest. the GDP and the annual rate of inflation were taken into consideration.
After this theoretical foundation. it was possible to quantify the costs of traffic
accidents. (The analysis treated the costs of losses as a result of disability caused by
accident. However. these values arc no longer applicable due to a complete change in
economic conditions.)
bi Aspects ofcalculation preparedfor the National Health Insurance Funds
The 1995 survey of the National Institute of Criminology and Criminalistics and
COMTRANS Ltd. concentrated on the relationship between hospitalization and
severity of injury. In this respect. ii is closest to the aspects detailed in 1.1 of the COST
313 analysis. The tcnns used in the analysis arc the following:
AIS (Abbreviated Injury Scalc): the index denoting the severity of injury regarding the
part of body injured. The six-grade scale is the following:
• minor
• moderate
♦ serious
♦ severe
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♦ critical
• fatal
This assessment is in accordance with 1he internationally accepted classification also
proposed by the WHO.
ISS (Injury Severity Scale): square of the AIS value. In the case of multiple injuny. the
square of the threc most severe injuries is taken (for example, in the case of a severe. a
light and an insignificant injury, the ISS value would be 4,+2,+1,=21.) This
classification was prepared primarily from the standpoint of intensive care
departments. therefore. it docs not olTer appropriate distinction in the case of
outpatienls (insignificant and light injuries. values I and 2. constitute jointly 96.3% of
the total injuries). However. as it was included in the basic data set of WHO's
European Regional Office. it was used by the Hungarian analysts.
ISSI is a recoded compound value along the interpretation of AIS (the categories arc
as under AIS above). The conforming code interpretation was applied at the
calculation of cost values described henceforth.
The following table describes the conforming code interpretation:

Code interpretation of ISSI - ISS

ISSI ISS

I 1-3

2 4-8

3 9-15

4 16-24

s 2S-74

6 7S fatal

II is to be noted that ISS and ISSI values olTer a more refined means for describing the
severity of injury compared to police statistics with their relevant categories. The
"serious accident" category in the statistics of the Central Statistical Office conforms to
2-5 15S J and the fatal category would be 6 JSS J. The serious CSO category includes a
large number of cases and many of these cases do not actually coincide with categories
that arc medically denoted as severe. This would have significant implications when
calculating the costs involved by accidents.
With a view of the above. the 1993 figures were prepared in the following way: When
assessing the scvcrily of lraffic accidents and lhc relevant costs of hospitalization. ISS
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0-3 day ' 4.138=16,0%

4-8 day 11.367=44,0%

9-30 day 6.621 =25,6%

31-60 day 2.651=10,3%

61-90 day 504=1,9%

over 90 days 436=1,7%

Fatal 105=0,4%
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and ISSI values were used. The cases of the 125 victims of traffic accidents treated in
1993 by the National Traumatological Institute were studied by physicians and
economists. On the basis of the ICD codes. the ISS and the ISSI values were
calculated. As a result of the cost analysis. the relationship between typical costs and
ISSI value was established. This can be considered as a national average. as the
National Traumatological Institute calculates average costs refund for each patient
group.
Recovery times relating the Vas county data were used in thc cost analysis in the
following breakdown:

Expected time of recovery

In 1993. there were a total of 27.108 victims of traffic accidents. Of them. 1.67!1 died.
9.328 were seriously injured and 16.102 lightly injured. according lo the CSO
statistics.
We noted that about half of the fatally injured were hospitalized. The costs of
hospitalization of the 1993 fatal accident victims amounted lo HUF 614.148.000.
The following is a table of the comprehensive values of a cost analysis.
According to the table above. the yearly costs of hospitalization of traffic accident
victims amount to nearly 2 billion HUF.
More than 50% of the costs arc taken up by costs of fatal victims and victims with 3-5
ISSI severity of injury.
c) Other cost-related datafrom Hungary
Apart from the above. a number of cost analyses were published recently. According to
one of the daily newspapers. for instance. a fatal victim involves 17 .25 million HUF
losses to the country. primarily in terms of lost production. Similarly, a seriously
injured victim involves I million HUF and a lightly injured, 300.000 HUF damage to
the national economy.
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Accidents severity classes, and estimated unit and total costs on the basis of the
1993 accident data of CSO

ISS1 value Number of injured HUF/person Total HUF

I 3,515 63,500 223 .202 ,500

2 4,274 81,594 348,977,538

3 1,046 161,528 168,958,288

4 245 422.857 103,599,965

5 245 1,359.833 333,159,085

6 1,678 366,000 614,148,000

Inpatient 11,006 1,792,045,376

Outpatient 16,102 3,500 56,357,000

Total: 27,108 1.848.402.376

The insurance value of a fatal injury is 160.1100 HUF. the same for seriously disability
resulting from an accident is 8 million HUF (10% of the serious injuries belong to this
category according to CSO). while the same value of a light injmy is 30,000 HUF.
Other data from costs of hospitalization use 145.094 HUF in the case of light injuries
(ISS 1-2). 1,944,218 HUF for a seriously injured accident victim (ISS 3-5). and
366.000 HUF for a fatally injured victim.
The above calculations do not consider economic losses caused by vehicles. Here
values amount to 94.0011 HUF per car. or up to 18 billion HUF per year.
d) Cost analysis best suited for Hungary

Tlc authors consider the assessment prepared for the National Health Insurance Fund
in 1995. which is based on the full 0cdged Vas coumy survey and the additional
analysis of the National Traumatological Institute. (It is to be noted that the insurance
related values arc closest to and OECD's COST 313 data are farthest from this
assessment. The latter is close to most Hungarian assessments in tcrs of the rate of
light and serious injuries. However. it is distinclly different from the Hungarian
assessments as to the relation between fatal and serious injuries on the one hand and
fatal and light injuries on the other hand. This can only be panly explained by the
difference in the magnitude of the loss described above.) On the basis of the survey
prepared for the National Health Insurance Fund. we could conclude that the damage
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caused by traffic accidents in Hungary in 1996 would amount to 2-2.5 billion HUF. and
this. only health care-relaled damage.
Attention should be drawn to the fact that while a serious injury resulting in disability
undoubtedly imposes a burden on society. the same does not necessarily apply for fatal
accidents in a market economy. In an economic planning system with full employment.
the cconomic growth produced by a person during his/her lifetime can be estimated
with more or less precision. having deducted the person's own consumption.
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2.5 Factorial analysis of the main accident types
During our investigations. we tried 10 find out which of the accidenl charac1eristics
apparenl in !he slalistical records can be found in the same faclor of the I 994
Hungarian accident database. In accordance wilh the rules of factorial analysis. we
wantcd to label them indicating these characteristics.
Before proceeding on 10 the 111a1he111a1ical process. the variables had lo be changed to
bim11J values. The mathematical essay then was done with the recoded database. (The
very nature of this method allowed lhc application of only some of the variables.) A
total of 20 variables were invoh·cd in the analysis. Some of them describe the
circumstances of accidents. others arc indicative of the person causing the accident.
again others arc related to the other pany involved in the accident (if any). Seven
variables were given a value higher than I, and they cxplain 60.1% of the entire
phenomenon. The first three , ariables cater for 34.7%0fthe phenomenon.
The factorial anal,·sis tended to include in one factor variables which were C\'idcntly
identical. (Such variables are. for example. spccd and the accident location. namely
accidents that took place in inhabited areas invoh·ed usually a lower speed.) It was also
more or less evident thal the factorial analysis put the two previously mentioned
variables with high positive values in the same factor as the road number and road type
with high negative values. This can be cxplained by the relationship between a close.
ncgati,-e connection bclwccn highways on the onc hand. and speed and location on the
other hand
The most notable momenhnn of the analysis is that the objec1ive characteristics of
accidents (with a rnlue abo\'C 0.5) never occur in lhc same faclor with the subjecti,·c
characteristics. This may give lhc impression that the objective characteristics of
accidents have no conneclion whatsoever with 1he individual characteristics of persons
im·ol,cd either as causers. or as accidental participants.
l11erc was only one confluence of the subjccti\'e characteristics. In this factor. driving
experience of causers of accident and their alcohol consumption appear with high
values of opposite signs. This denotes !hat drivers with more experience tend to cause
more accidents when intoxicated.
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Outcome 30 days after the accident
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Vehicle drivers according to drMng experience
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Table 2.5.

Numher of accidents with personal injuries per 10.000 cars
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Number of fatal ,·ictims per 10.000 cars
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Outcome 30 days after the accident
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Time ofaccident according to accident site
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Outcome of accidents according to JO days state and day-time
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Number of cars per 100.000 inhabitants in six regions of Hungary
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Accidents per 100.000 inhabitants in six regions ofHungary
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Total number of accidents per 100.000 inhabitants
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Number of fatal victims per 100.000 inhabitants
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Number of accidents with pcrsonnl injuries per 10.000 cars
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Number of fatal victims per 100 injured
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Number of car - pedestrian crash per 100 accidents
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